
 

Gems/Cadet Game Night  

1. Pass the banana -   whole group (make sure equal #)  10 points  

-players lay hand to foot in a line to cover the social hall and pass banana from one players feet 

to the other without using their hand 

2.  Hula hoop pass- whole group (small team players go twice till equal number 10 points 

 -players stand in circle holding hands and pass a hula hoop around the circle without letting go 

of each other’s hands. 

3. Fruit by the foot-    2  (per group) 6th graders     10 pts  first , 5pts second 

 -players put end of fruit by foot in mouth without using their hands first one to get the whole 

thing in their mouth wins 

4. Dice stacking on stick-  2   7th graders   10pts  first, 5 pts second 

 - players put a large popsicle stick in their mouth and balance 5 dice stacked on top of each 

other on the end of the stick, first one to get 5 on stick wins 

5. Blowing cups with balloons-  2 8th graders  10 pts  first, 5 pts second 

 - 5 cups will be sitting near edge of table, using a balloon they filled with air players need to 

blow the cups off the table, first one to get all the balloons off wins 

6. Stacking cup relay-   8players  3rd, 4th, and 5th  10 points 

 - in this relay the first person stacks 10 cups in a pyramid, when done the tag the next players 

hand who takes stack down and puts cups in stack, players continue the relay til all 8 are done, first 

team done wins 

7. Marshmellow toss-   8 kids who haven’t played 10 first, 5 second 

 - players will partner up into 4 teams, one player on side of table other sitting on chair across 
(counselors assigned to each team), players will toss marshmallow to player on chair who has to catch 
in mouth with no hands (counselors will count how many caught), player to catch the most in 1 minute 
timer wins 

8. Tallest structure-   whole group split into 2 teams 20 points winner 

 - teams will be given a bag of balloons and a roll of scotch tape, in 5 minute timer the team to 

make the tallest free standing (no walls) structure wins 

9. Blindfold musical chairs-       (time dependent) # of blindfolds       20 pts first, 10 pts second 

The remaining chairs are quietly moved around as the music restarts on every round.  Players will 

slowly walk around listening and hands out-stretched trying to find a chair. 

Supplies:  Bring – hula hoops, big popsicle sticks, 10 dice, blindfolds, balloons from upstairs 

Buy- bananas, fruit by the food, 20 solo cups, 4 bags balloons, 4 scotch tapes, mini marshmallows.  

 


